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About America’s Pledge

An unprecedented coalition of US states, cities, businesses, communities of faith, universities, health care and cultural institutions, and other organizations is now acting to fulfill America’s climate pledge to the world. This commitment is reflected in the large number of American actors continuing to back the Paris Agreement, including members of the We Are Still In network, US Climate Alliance, Climate Mayors, We Mean Business, and many others.

In July 2017, United Nations Secretary-General’s Special Envoy for Climate Action and three-term Mayor of New York City Michael R. Bloomberg and California Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr., launched an initiative, known as America’s Pledge, to analyze, catalyze, and showcase climate action leadership by US governors, mayors, business leaders, and others. America’s Pledge serves these efforts as a voice of US action to the international community—and also to our domestic actors to better understand the significant impact that their actions are achieving as activity broadens and deepens across the country.

In November 2017, at the 23rd Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP-23), America’s Pledge released a comprehensive survey of US climate action led by states, cities, and businesses and other non-Federal actors. At the Global Climate Action Summit in San Francisco in 2018, America’s Pledge released Fulfilling America’s Pledge, providing at that point the most comprehensive and robust assessment of the impact of action by US states, cities, businesses, and others. In December 2019, at the 25th Conference of Parties in Madrid, America’s Pledge released Accelerating America’s Pledge, updating the assessment of impact and looking ahead toward 2030 to assess what can be delivered with an “All-In” comprehensive American climate approach that first expands actions by states, cities, businesses, and citizens and then layers on a robust, complementary, and ambitious federal policy program after 2020.

With this report, released September 2020 at the Bloomberg Green Virtual Festival, America’s Pledge assesses how states, cities, and businesses are continuing to drive climate progress despite the events of 2020—including the COVID-19 pandemic and economic recession—and increasing our confidence in the country’s ability to achieve the 2030 emissions reductions modeled in Accelerating America’s Pledge.
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Introduction Letter from America’s Pledge Leadership

Over the past three years, America’s Pledge has tracked, encouraged, and reported on the progress of one of the most dynamic efforts to fight climate change in history—a coalition of US states, cities, businesses, and local leaders working to fill the void created by the Trump administration’s shortsighted decision to walk away from America’s climate obligations.

We launched America’s Pledge in July 2017, after the Trump administration announced its intent to pull out of the historic Paris Agreement. Coalitions of local leaders, including We Are Still In and the US Climate Alliance, quickly emerged to announce their continued commitment to upholding the goals of the Paris Agreement in their own communities. In the three years since, even in the face of rollbacks from the federal government and, more recently, the global pandemic, we have made a great deal of progress together.

This is our fourth report measuring the progress of this movement. The focus of this year’s report is the long-term impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. This unprecedented economic and public health crisis has uprooted our way of life. It has led many to believe that the stresses it has put on our institutions would drive the US back into increased dependence on fossil fuels, and away from current efforts to reduce emissions and transition to a 100% clean energy economy.

Thankfully, that has not been the case. In fact, by every outcome we could measure, the data tells a very different story. Thanks to a groundswell of bottom-up climate leadership across the country, America’s commitment to fulfilling its climate goals appears unshakeable.

There is no doubt we need a leadership change in Washington. To fight climate change with the urgency that scientists call for will require bold leadership from the White House—here at home and on the world stage. But we’ve found that that the American people and our state, local, and business leaders are already committed to this work—and together we’re building a more equitable and sustainable future.

Michael R. Bloomberg  
*Founder, Bloomberg LP & Bloomberg Philanthropies and three-term Mayor of New York City*

Edmund G. Brown Jr.  
*Former Governor of California*

Mary D. Nichols  
*Chair of the California Air Resources Board*

Carl Pope  
*Former Executive Director of the Sierra Club*
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Highlights
Our US sector-by-sector assessment increases our confidence that bottom-up action is driving climate and clean energy ambition, despite the challenges posed by COVID-19. Increased and lower-cost emissions reduction opportunities are laying the foundation for an “all in” climate strategy that includes ambitious federal re-engagement. Accelerated market transformation and increasing social and political mobilization will be key to enable the comprehensive strategy that can put the country onto a 1.5°C-aligned emissions reduction pathway.

States, cities, and businesses are leading America to a climate-friendlier future even in the face of the enormous economic and public health crisis caused by COVID-19. Despite immense challenges, states, cities, and businesses have accelerated climate and clean energy progress in four out of five key sectors. Economic support for state and local governments will likely be key to the needed speed of progress in the years ahead.

Demand for clean technologies has proven resilient, suggesting that we may have passed a tipping point in the energy transition. Leadership from diverse states, cities, and businesses, combined with strong clean energy market fundamentals and supportive public opinion point toward powerful winds of change across America’s energy landscape.

Climate initiatives can be more rapidly and reliably achieved with the aid of federal stimulus programs that include ambitious clean energy investments and policies. Support for grid modernization, electric transit, zero-emissions buildings, end-of-life refrigerant disposal, cleanup of the legacy of fossil fuel mining and drilling, and investment in low-income and impacted communities can strengthen the economy, create jobs, improve public health, reduce air and water pollution, promote equity, and address climate change.

In 2019, our report Accelerating America’s Pledge illustrated how states, cities, businesses, and others across the United States could achieve 37% emissions reductions below 2005 levels by 2030 with significantly expanded action (the “Bottom-Up” scenario). It also plotted out how to achieve 49% emissions reductions below 2005 levels by 2030 with aggressive federal reengagement starting in 2021 (the “All In” scenario). This All In scenario would put the United States on a pathway to a net-zero emissions economy by mid-century.

Since the 2019 report, the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent economic recession have had wide-ranging and destructive impacts on lives, employment, and economic security across the United States and the world. At the same time, widespread protests have increased attention from the public, governments, and businesses on the need for racial and social justice. In this new analysis, we assess how recent trends have affected climate progress driven by states, cities, and businesses. Specifically, we look at
how recent trends may have altered our confidence in the country’s ability to achieve the 2030 emissions reductions modeled in *Accelerating America’s Pledge*.

To measure these prospects, we examine key drivers in the five sectors that offered the greatest opportunities for 2030 emissions reductions in the Bottom-Up scenario from *Accelerating America’s Pledge*: electricity, transportation, methane, buildings, and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). Methane and HFCs are subsets of the industrial sector; we broke them out separately to discuss specific recent developments. Together these sectors provide almost 95% of the economy-wide total avoided emissions in 2030 in the Bottom-Up scenario, building toward further emissions reduction post-2030.

Across sectors, we separate trends that will have long-lasting effects (e.g., investments in new infrastructure) from the immediate social and economic changes that dominate 2020 but are likely to prove more ephemeral (e.g., many temporary market and behavior changes). Similarly, we consider how quickly economic stimulus measures and other policies could reinforce the positive trends or mitigate the risks. Positive trends are those likely to lead to lower emissions in 2030 than we modeled in our 2019 report; negative trends are those likely to lead to higher emissions in 2030 than we modeled.

For each sector, after considering the key drivers individually, we evaluate how these drivers add up relative to the ambitious levels of bottom-up climate action modeled in *Accelerating America’s Pledge*. In this 2020 report, we do not conduct a new economy-wide analysis of emissions for 2030. Rather, we evaluate whether recent trends have undercut the clean energy transition taking hold across the country, and whether the changed circumstances of 2020 have affected our confidence in achieving the Bottom-Up scenario from 2019.
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Trends Assessment
As described in our key findings that follow, our sector-level assessments range from substantially increased confidence to unchanged confidence. For four of the five sectors our confidence increased while in the fifth it was unchanged, despite the pandemic and the recession. The pace and number of increased emissions reductions opportunities are exceeding new risks and barriers.

Devastating as it has been, the COVID-19 pandemic has not shaken the climate commitment of US states, cities, and businesses. In the midst of a public health and economic crisis, they have continued to drive ahead—in many cases with even greater resolve—toward a fully decarbonized economy by mid-century. Stimulus relief could help put states and cities in a position to continue this trend.

Exhibit 1 Overall Confidence in Ability to Achieve 2030 Emissions Reductions

Despite the challenges posed by the events of 2020, our sector-by-sector assessment modestly increases our confidence that bottom-up action can achieve the emissions reductions modeled in Accelerating America’s Pledge (2019).
Since the last America’s Pledge report in December 2019, states, cities, and businesses have continued to take significant climate and clean energy actions. These are some highlights of successes that have occurred through August 2020.

### Exhibit 2

Selected Examples of Subnational Climate and Clean Energy Successes

**Colorado** adopts updated and strengthened controls on emissions from oil and gas industry.

**New York** state announces $2 billion in utility efficiency and electrification programs, including $434 million for heat pumps.

California issues $45 million for heat pump water heater incentives, including $4 million for low-income customers.

**EPA** reports that ALDI installed climate-friendly refrigerants in 110 additional stores in 2019.

**Washington state** adopts zero-emission vehicle (ZEV) program.

**NRDC** wins legal battle, forcing EPA to reinstate limits on HFC use.

**US Senate** holds socially distanced hearing on HFC legislation.

**Virginia** commits to 100% zero-carbon electricity.

**Houston** commits to 100% renewable energy to power all municipal operations.

**Kansas City** commits to carbon neutrality by 2040.

**Pennsylvania** releases draft rules to reduce emissions from existing oil and gas infrastructure.

**Colorado and Virginia** enact policies to phase out super-polluting HFCs.

**Lyft** commits to achieve 100% electric vehicles (EVs) on its platform by 2030.

**California** passes Advanced Clean Trucks (ACT) rule.

**CXL** proposes $3 billion in new efficiency programs and rebates.

**City of Jacksonville Electric Authority and Florida Power & Light Company** agree to close one unit of largest US coal plant.

**Electrify America** completes the first cross-country EV charging route.

**North Dakota** begins using CARES Act funding to plug abandoned oil and gas wells.

**Maryland Department of the Environment** proposes HFC regulations.

**Lyft** commits to achieve 100% electric vehicles (EVs) on its platform by 2030.

**California** finalizes clean car agreements with six major automakers.

**Xcel Energy** proposes $3 billion in new efficiency programs and rebates.

**City of Jacksonville Electric Authority and Florida Power & Light Company** agree to close one unit of largest US coal plant.

**Washington state** adopts zero-emission vehicle (ZEV) program.

**New Mexico** approves 100% renewables and storage to replace retiring coal capacity.

**Wisconsin-based WEC Energy Group** announces carbon neutral electric generation by 2050 target.

**Membership in ONE Future coalition** committed to industry-wide methane emissions reduction increases to 27 companies.

**California** finalizes clean car agreements with six major automakers.

**New Mexico** approves 100% renewables and storage to replace retiring coal capacity.

**Wisconsin-based WEC Energy Group** announces carbon neutral electric generation by 2050 target.

**Maryland Department of the Environment** proposes HFC regulations.
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**Exhibit 3 Change in Confidence by Driver**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELECTRICITY</th>
<th>TRANSPORTATION</th>
<th>METHANE</th>
<th>BUILDINGS</th>
<th>HFCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coal Generation Has Declined Sharply, and Coal Retirements Have Accelerated</td>
<td>People Are Driving Less</td>
<td>Prospects for Growth in US Oil and Gas Production Are Dimming</td>
<td>Trends in Efficiency Programs Are Mixed</td>
<td>State HFC Action Is Expanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics of Gas Generation Face Headwinds, and Gas Buildout Holds Steady</td>
<td>Electric Vehicle Prospects Appear Steady</td>
<td>Regulatory Landscape Continues to Shift</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress on State, City, and Business Clean Electricity is Mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Change in Confidence:**
- **Increased**
- **Modestly Increased**
- **Unchanged**
- **Decreased**

- Coal Generation: Increased
- Transportation: Mixed
- Methane: Increased
- Buildings: Unchanged
- HFCs: Increased
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Below we summarize our findings across all five sectors.

**Electricity**

The strong economic fundamentals of clean energy increase our confidence in continued clean energy expansion consistent with our modeling in *Accelerating America’s Pledge*.

Electricity generation is continuing to shift away from coal and towards renewables, indicating that we have passed a tipping point in the energy transition. Between January and June 2020, the US Department of Energy—Energy Information Administration’s (EIA) monthly tally of planned coal retirements beginning in 2021 increased by more than 13 GW, with more utilities announcing plans to go coal-free since then; EIA’s data show an 11.8 GW net increase in permitted utility-scale wind and solar projects over the same few months.1

While the pandemic and economic downturn have slowed some renewables projects and clean energy legislation, state clean electricity targets and voluntary clean energy purchases by cities and businesses are likely to continue to drive additions over the next decade.

**Transportation**

Accelerated progress on medium- and heavy-duty electric vehicles and the potential for long-term reductions in miles driven are expected to outweigh currently negative public transit trends. This modestly increases our confidence in the country’s ability to shift to electric vehicles and reduce vehicle miles travelled (VMT) consistent with our modeling in *Accelerating America’s Pledge*.

The United States will likely adjust to a “new normal” following the pandemic, which may include enduring changes in behavior around remote working and e-commerce. Such changes could lead to a permanent drop in VMT of as much as 10%.2 Furthermore, states have announced goals that would reduce emissions from medium- and heavy-duty vehicles almost twice as fast as modeled in *Accelerating America’s Pledge*’s Bottom-Up scenario.3

Meanwhile, light-duty emissions rules, zero-emission vehicle standards, and electric vehicle sales are proving to be about on par with the Bottom-Up scenario, though their impact may be slightly delayed due to a temporary reduction in auto sales. Public transit agencies, which are projecting a $40 billion budget shortfall this year, will need significant support in upcoming economic recovery and stimulus packages to restore and maintain service while protecting riders and drivers.4

We expect the short-term increase in emissions from reduced transit commuting to be outweighed by the overall, enduring reduction in VMT. The long-term trends in this sector will depend on the extent and durability of behavioral change around commuting and transit, as well as the pace of electrification.
Methane

The oil and gas industry faces pressure from recent price shocks and reduced long-term demand expectations, including from accelerated global policy and industry support for electric light- and heavy-duty vehicles. This pressure modestly increases our confidence in the country’s ability to reduce methane emissions from oil and gas systems consistent with our modeling in Accelerating America’s Pledge.

Demand, production, and investment have declined significantly as a result of near-term price shocks, and the long-term market outlook has weakened amid global oversupply and gathering policy and industry support for vehicle electrification. In the first quarter of 2020 alone, publicly traded US oil producers wrote down at least $48 billion in assets, and industry growth projections are lower through 2030 than we modeled in 2019. These trends are already reducing infrastructure buildout and rig counts. If continued, these trends would substantially reduce the potential for methane emissions from new sources.

Key risk factors and uncertainties remain as regulatory trends continue to be patchwork in nature and emissions from existing sources, particularly from idle and abandoned wells, appear to be on the rise. However, we expect these risks to be outweighed by a diminished industry growth outlook and long-term policy trends.

Buildings

Recent trends are unlikely to have significant long-term impacts, leaving our confidence largely unchanged in the country’s ability to move toward continued efficiency increases and all-electric new buildings and appliances consistent with our modeling in Accelerating America’s Pledge.

Some jurisdictions are increasing investments in efficiency to address the economic hardships brought on by the pandemic. For example, Michigan and New York have bolstered low-income efficiency programs and energy assistance as a means of helping ease high energy bills. However, COVID-19 and the economic downturn have stalled program implementation, financial investments, and policy enactment in other jurisdictions. For example, Missouri, Ohio, and New Jersey regulators have proposed diverting funding from utility energy efficiency programs into bill payment assistance funds. Efforts to electrify new and existing buildings have continued to grow, though electrification policies have met with political resistance in some states.
HFCs

Significant momentum in state-level HFC policies and the push for federal legislation outweigh federal regulatory rollbacks. This increases our confidence in the country’s ability to phase down HFC use and improve reclamation from existing systems consistent with our modeling in Accelerating America’s Pledge.

Most notably, 16 states have now passed or proposed HFC policies, businesses are investing in climate-friendly refrigeration and air conditioning solutions, and industry is pushing for federal legislation requiring phasedowns of high-global warming potential HFCs, in line with the Kigali Amendment. These trends are likely to outweigh the negative impact of recent regulatory rollbacks at the federal level and result in HFC emissions reductions that exceed expectations from our ambitious Bottom-Up scenario detailed in last year’s report.

In four of the five sectors—electricity, transportation, methane, and HFCs—recent trends are increasing confidence in the ability to achieve the modeled 2030 emissions reductions by states, cities, and businesses. In the only remaining sector assessed—buildings—prospects for emissions reductions appear substantially unchanged from our previous ambitious analysis. Overall, the pace and number of increased emissions reduction opportunities are exceeding new risks and barriers. Together these five sectors were responsible for over 75% of US GHG emissions in 2018 and provided nearly 95% of the economy-wide 2030 total avoided emissions modeled in the Bottom-Up scenario in Accelerating America’s Pledge.
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Stimulus and Recovery Opportunities

Accelerating America’s Pledge emphasized that achieving those ambitious levels of emissions reductions will require accelerated market transformation and significant social and political mobilization around climate action. A massive, accelerated effort is still needed from both the federal government and states, cities, and businesses to deploy clean energy and other solutions at the speed and scale envisioned in the scenarios from the 2019 report.

Federal economic recovery and stimulus packages provide a critical opportunity to maintain momentum and further spur needed climate action. Importantly, policies aimed at keeping state and local governments solvent are likely to be key to continued momentum in the years ahead—without this infusion, progress could slow, resulting in an inability to achieve the needed 2030 emissions reductions. As we evaluate the key drivers in each sector, we identify key stimulus opportunities that could accelerate progress toward needed 2030 emissions reductions and help address risks to that progress. Investments in public transit and methane leak reduction are particularly critical to avoid recent threats to modeled emissions reductions. Key opportunities across the sectors include:

- **Electricity:** renewable energy and storage financial incentives, grid modernization, and just transition support
- **Transportation:** support for public transit, electric vehicle manufacturing, and charging infrastructure; purchase incentives; workforce training; and complete streets
- **Methane:** programs to address idle and abandoned wells and other infrastructure, advanced monitoring and efficiency, and support for state and local governments and at-risk communities
- **Buildings:** zero-emissions buildings and appliance incentives, weatherization and efficiency retrofits, and prioritizing low-income housing for efficiency and electrification
- **HFCs:** heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) industry and consumer incentives for climate-friendly conversions and end-of-life HFC disposal

Finally, the robustness of public attitudes and institutional commitments to clean energy, even in the face of this great challenge, are strong validators of increasing demand for and political salience of a rapid clean energy transition. Polling in June found that 71% of Americans surveyed supported the goal of a 100% clean energy economy by 2050. And from 2015 to 2020, the community that feels climate change is extremely important to them personally has nearly doubled from 13% to 25%.5

Continued leadership by diverse businesses and cities across the political and geographic spectrum, and a broad array of states, combined with strong public opinion in favor of clean energy, demonstrate powerful, resilient winds of change sweeping America’s energy landscape.
Exhibit 4 Potential Stimulus and Recovery Policies

**Electricity**
- Financial incentives for renewable energy and storage
- Investment in grid modernization
- Support for a just transition

**Transportation**
- Funding for public transit
- EV funding (manufacturing, purchase incentives, charging)
- Workforce training
- Complete streets

**Methane**
- Clean up idle and abandoned infrastructure
- Advanced monitoring and efficiency
- Funding support for local jurisdictions and at-risk communities

**Buildings**
- Zero-emissions buildings and appliance incentives
- Expansion of weatherization and efficiency retrofitting
- Efficiency and electrification for low-income housing

**HFCs**
- Tax credits for HVAC installers
- Consumer efficiency incentives
- End-of-life HFC disposal
Introduction

America’s Pledge was established in 2017 to understand and communicate the collective impact of climate leadership by US states, cities, and businesses. Our 2019 report, Accelerating America’s Pledge, demonstrated the power and potential of these actors to drive US greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reductions by accelerating the shift toward 100% clean energy; decarbonizing transportation, buildings, and industry; and enhancing the carbon storage potential of natural and working lands.

The 2019 analysis showed that ambitious and rapidly expanded bottom-up action by states, cities, and businesses could reduce US GHG emissions up to 37% below 2005 levels by 2030, even without federal leadership. It found that an all-in, comprehensive strategy combining aggressive federal reengagement starting in 2021 with expanded state, city, and business efforts could reduce US GHG emissions 49% below 2005 levels by 2030. This would put the United States on a pathway consistent with a net-zero carbon economy by 2050.

Since the 2019 report, the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent economic recession has had a wide-ranging and devastating impact on public health, employment, and economic security across the United States and the world. Individuals and communities are suffering from loss of life and income, disruptions to work, school, and childcare, and restrictions on daily activity that largely confine people to their homes. At the same time, widespread protests have increased attention from the public, governments, and businesses on the need for racial and social justice.

States, cities, and businesses are facing unprecedented challenges and are working to protect the health and well-being of residents, employees, and customers while facing major revenue losses from the economic downturn. As entities across the United States struggle to manage the public health crisis along with a rise in social unrest, increased unemployment, and significant financial challenges, they are being forced to cut budgets, realign priorities, delay
or cancel projects, and lay off or furlough workers. For example, about 1.5 million jobs were lost in state and local government from March to early June.\(^6\)

Although these challenges have disrupted legislative sessions, interrupted regulatory agendas, and delayed many energy projects, states, cities, and businesses continue to lead and often to accelerate climate action. At the same time, the recession is changing the market forces affecting the energy transition, creating some dynamics that help clean technologies and others that hinder the transition. Together, these trends have called into question whether the trajectory of climate progress has improved, worsened, or remained relatively unchanged.

In this report, we seek to answer:

- How have changes since the 2019 report, including COVID-19 and the economic recession, affected bottom-up climate progress?

- Have recent events increased or decreased our confidence in the ability to achieve the 2030 emissions reductions modeled in \textit{Accelerating America's Pledge}?

- How can COVID-related stimulus policies be used to accelerate climate progress?

To answer these questions, we focused on five sectors—electricity, transportation, methane, buildings, and HFCs—which together provide almost 95% of the 2030 economy-wide total avoided emissions in the Bottom-Up scenario of \textit{Accelerating America's Pledge}.\(^1\) For each, we identified the key drivers affecting emissions since the last report (whether explicitly COVID-related or not), characterized the direction and extent of recent trends, and assessed their potential to affect emissions reductions in 2030.

---

\(^1\) Electricity corresponds directly with Climate Action Principle 1 (Accelerate Toward 100\% Clean Energy) of \textit{Accelerating America's Pledge}. Transportation and buildings correspond directly with two of the sectors within Principle 2 (Decarbonize End-Uses). Methane and HFCs are key parts of the industry sector (also part of Principle 2) where we have seen a lot of movement over the last several months. Given their cross-cutting nature, we chose to address methane and HFCs by gas instead of end use. Although methane and HFCs are types of greenhouse gases, not economic sectors, we use the term “sectors” for simplicity in this report to describe the industrial processes and infrastructure leading to emissions of those gases.
Across sectors, we separated trends that will have long-lasting effects from the immediate social and economic impacts that dominate 2020 but are likely to prove more ephemeral. Trends with long-lasting effects include investments in new infrastructure, while immediate social and economic impacts include temporary behavior changes forced by shutdowns and market blips like the briefly negative oil prices in the spring. Similarly, we considered how quickly economic stimulus measures and other policies could reinforce the positive trends or mitigate the risks.

* This graph focuses on the five sectors assessed in this 2020 analysis. “Other” is the sum of all remaining sources of emissions, including CO₂ emissions from the rest of industry and additional sources of non-CO₂ emissions such as N₂O emissions from agriculture. Sources of emissions and sinks from Land Use, Land Use Change, and Forestry (LULUCF) are excluded from these totals. Due to stock and flow constraints, sectors with smaller 2030 emissions reductions ramp up reductions significantly after 2030.
Although we have assessed in depth the prospects for bottom-up climate action in the United States—in light of the major social and economic disruptions of 2020—we have not updated the emissions scenario results in Accelerating America’s Pledge. The unknown course of the current recession and recovery casts uncertainty on the rate of economic growth over the next decade. Any attempt to offer an updated emissions assessment for 2030 would have a similarly wide range of uncertainty. For example, the Rhodium Group attempted to calculate the likely pathway to recovery and concluded that 2030 emissions were likely to be from 2%–12% below its previous estimate.7

We chose not to try to incorporate such a wide range of economic pathways in this report. While it is important to understand those uncertainties, our purpose here is to evaluate whether the accelerated market transformation and significant social and political mobilization that we modeled in 2019 remains viable in the wake of COVID-19. We conclude that it is.

The report’s chapters are organized by sector, ordered based on their contribution to modeled 2030 emissions reductions in the Bottom-Up scenario from Accelerating America’s Pledge. Importantly, some sectors will have greater contributions to emissions reductions after 2030 because stock and flow turnover takes time. In each chapter, we:

- Identify the emissions drivers
- Describe each driver’s impact to date and its likelihood to have a long-term impact
- Identify stimulus actions that can accelerate climate progress while creating jobs and stimulating the economy
- Assess the net impact of all drivers in the sector

We conclude by discussing the net impact of trends across all sectors and summarizing the highest priority stimulus actions.
In 2018, electricity production generated 27% of US greenhouse gas emissions, primarily from coal- and gas-fired electric generators. Accelerating America’s Pledge found that changes in the electricity sector would account for 1,226 MMTCO$_2$e of avoided emissions in 2030 in our Bottom-Up scenario—approximately two-thirds of the economy-wide total avoided emissions in 2030. The report modeled that renewable electricity market share would increase from 17% in 2019 to 40% by 2030 in the Bottom-Up scenario, while coal and gas without carbon capture, utilization, and storage would decrease their share of electricity generation from 24% and 37% to 7% and 32%, respectively.

Whereas the electricity generation mix can shift rapidly among existing power plants based on current market conditions, long-term trends are driven by the deployment, retirement, and turnover of long-lived infrastructure and assets.
Trends Assessment
The following are major drivers of emissions with potential long-term impacts:

• Coal generation has declined sharply, and coal retirements have accelerated, not only leading to emissions reductions in the short term but also potentially speeding progress toward deeper power sector emissions reductions.

• Long-term drivers of renewable energy investment remain strong and, despite any near-term disruptions to the industry, renewables’ role in the power sector will continue to expand. This will enable the country to meet the bottom-up ambition of Accelerating America’s Pledge.

• The economics of gas generation face headwinds, and gas buildout holds steady, suggesting that the pace of new gas plant construction may not reach projected high levels going forward.

• Progress on state, city, and business clean electricity is mixed, with some actors continuing and others stalling action.

Note that we do not discuss electricity demand or nuclear generation as separate drivers for the following reasons:

• Electricity demand: The near-term reduction in electricity demand is likely to be temporary. We do discuss the implications of reduced demand for the economics of coal generation, as changing economic dynamics could have a long-term emissions impact.

• Nuclear generation: The prospects for nuclear energy in the nation’s electricity mix in the coming decade remain largely unchanged from what we anticipated in 2019.

Overall, recent trends are reinforcing the longer-term shift to clean electricity, increasing confidence in continued clean energy expansion consistent with our modeling in Accelerating America’s Pledge. Reduced electricity demand has increased economic pressure on coal generation, pushing it closer to a breaking point. The increasing contribution of renewables is largely market-driven and likely to prove durable as states continue to increase their clean electricity commitments.

Stimulus and recovery packages targeting renewable energy, grid modernization, and transition opportunities for fossil fuel workers and local communities can help accelerate progress toward needed 2030 emissions reductions while creating jobs and promoting equity. In contrast, a stimulus package that ramps up fossil fuel use would lock in decades of high-carbon, polluting, and inefficient infrastructure.
Key Driver #1
Coal Generation Has Declined Sharply, and Coal Retirements Have Accelerated

Coal is the only generation source with a meaningful decline in generation in March, April, and May 2020, compared to the same period in 2019. The EIA forecasts that coal’s share of electricity generation will fall from 24% in 2019 to 18% in 2020 and then will rebound to 22% in 2021. Moody’s forecasts that coal’s share will fall to 17% or below this year and will not rebound in 2021, based on its expectations of additional shutdowns of coal-fired plants and persistently low gas prices.11

The combination of reduced power demand during the pandemic, reduced access to capital for US coal companies, and increasing climate concerns could trigger new closure announcements in the next couple of years. Monthly data on the status of generating units suggests this is already happening. In January, generators reported 28.7 gigawatts (GW) of planned coal retirements beginning in 2021; in June, reports showed 42.1 GW. Additional utilities have announced plans to go coal-free that are not captured in the June EIA report:

- Jacksonville municipal utility JEA and Florida Power & Light plan to retire the 860 megawatt (MW) Unit 4 at Plant Scherer, the largest coal-fired power plant in the country.
- Tucson Electric Power plans to close its remaining coal plants by 2032 and achieve 70% renewables by 2035.
- Arizona Public Service plans to obtain 100% clean power by 2050, with an interim target of 65% by 2030.
- Alliant Energy, which owns eight coal-fired power plants across Iowa and Wisconsin, plans to reduce carbon emissions 50% below 2005 levels by 2030 and eliminate all coal-fired generation by 2040.
- Wisconsin-based WEC Energy Group plans to reduce emissions 70% below 2005 levels by 2030 and to be carbon neutral by 2050.

These pressures could speed progress toward the deep power sector emissions reductions modeled in Accelerating America’s Pledge, which projected in the Bottom-Up scenario that 144 GW and 77 GW of coal capacity would remain in operation by 2025 and 2030, respectively. While our Bottom-Up scenario already expects much of the coal capacity to be retired by 2030, faster coal retirements can deliver emissions reduction earlier in the decade, reducing cumulative emissions.
Key Driver #2
Long-Term Drivers of Renewable Energy Investment Remain Strong

The renewable energy industry appears to be weathering the pandemic relatively well, despite pandemic-related disruptions to supply chains, labor, and project construction.

Utility-scale solar and wind capacity is faring particularly well. In the first quarter of 2020, 1.8 GW of utility-scale solar capacity was added, which is 62% higher than in the first quarter of 2019. In April-June 2020, the deepest period of the lockdown, 4 GW of utility-scale solar and wind capacity were added, compared to 1.9 GW during the same period in the past year. This surge in 2020 installations is due to projects that began construction in previous years and need to be operational by year-end to qualify for the full Production Tax Credit and Investment Tax Credit under safe harbor rules.

Exhibit 6 Utility-Scale Wind and Solar Capacity Additions

Source: Energy Information Administration, Preliminary Monthly Electric Generator Inventory, June 2020.

Utility-scale wind and solar capacity additions have been higher in Q1 and Q2 of 2020 than in the corresponding periods of 2019.
Notably, the EIA’s short-term outlook for 2020 utility-scale wind and solar capacity installations increased from 31.7 GW in its January outlook to 36 GW in its August outlook (after an initial decrease). This indicates that utility-scale renewable capacity installations are increasing despite the pandemic.22 In fact, EIA projects renewables to produce more electricity than coal for all of 2020, whereas there were only 38 days in 2019 renewables produced more electricity than coal.23 That being said, future renewable capacity additions could be negatively affected if the economic downturn is prolonged.

The impact of COVID-19 is more acute for distributed solar, as the recession reduces consumer and business appetites for large investments. The EIA’s non-utility solar installation forecast for 2020 was revised downward from 5.1 GW in the January outlook to 3.3 GW in the August outlook.24 However, this does not appear to reflect any long-term weaknesses for this market. State policies, such as California’s requirement that all new home construction must have rooftop solar panels beginning this year, will help support the growth in the distributed solar segment.25

There is no indication that COVID-19 has slowed down the planned construction of renewable projects, though that might change if economic recovery from the pandemic is sluggish. While the EIA’s January electric generator inventory had 36.4 GW of utility-scale wind and solar projects that had received regulatory approval and commenced construction, June’s inventory includes 41.9 GW of similar planned projects.26 Given that the June data excludes 6.3 GW of wind and solar projects from the January inventory which commenced operation from February 2020, this represents a net increase of 11.8 GW of wind and solar projects.

State, city, and business action supports this growth. For example, in May 2020, the New Mexico Public Regulation Commission approved two El Paso Electric solar power purchase agreement projects that will add a total 200 MW of solar and 50 MW of dispatchable battery storage.27 States, cities, and businesses are also advancing battery storage to match increased renewable production. For example, Southern California Edison signed seven contracts for 770 MW of battery-based energy storage to replace aging gas plants in May 2020.28

Institutional investors remain positive about renewables’ long-term prospects and are increasing the capital they allocate to renewables to hedge climate change exposure.29 A survey of renewable energy investors reveals that, despite the pandemic’s impact on the industry, investors remain as confident in renewable energy growth over the next three years as they were in 2018–2019.30 Rapidly declining renewable energy costs, combined with maturation of energy storage, will continue to increase the competitiveness of renewables.31 Overall, we expect renewable energy’s continued growth trajectory to remain strong and advance progress toward the bottom-up ambition of Accelerating America’s Pledge.
Key Driver #3
Economics of Gas Generation Face Headwinds, and Gas Buildout Holds Steady

The EIA’s August short-term outlook projects gas-fired generation to increase to 40% in 2020, which is higher than the 38% projection from the beginning of the year and the 2019 level of 37%. This reflects a 1.3% increase in gas generation and a 3.9% decrease in total generation.

Nevertheless, as discussed further in the methane chapter, the gas industry faces numerous challenges that could slow the build-out of gas power plants. These challenges are financial pressures on oil and gas companies, investor skepticism about the long-term prospects of fossil fuels, and opposition to pipeline projects.32 The cancellation of the Atlantic Coast Pipeline, which would have transported fracked gas from West Virginia to customers in Virginia and the Carolinas, has raised questions about the future role of gas in the US energy mix.33 Duke Energy recently announced that it would shift its investment strategy toward “low-cost, smaller-scale projects such as solar and battery storage” to fill the investment hole left by the canceled pipeline project.34

In particular, the falling costs and increasing deployment of renewable energy is undermining the economic case for gas.35 Utilities in Arizona, Colorado, and Florida have recently decided to close coal plants and replace them entirely with renewables, without building new gas-fired plants.36 Similarly, New Mexico regulators approved a plan to replace the San Juan coal capacity with 100% renewables and storage, supporting the state’s 2019 Energy Transition Act.37

Although New Mexico’s legislation was included in the Accelerating America’s Pledge Bottom-Up scenario, the state’s recent move indicates greater confidence among utilities and policymakers that the grid does not need fossil fuels for reliability. In fact, 68% of all customer accounts in the United States are now served by utilities with carbon reduction goals, including 27 utilities with goals to be carbon-free or net-zero emission by 2050.38

EIA data also reflects that gas buildout has more or less remained steady in the past few months. EIA’s January electric generator inventory reported 21.5 GW of planned gas projects that had received regulatory approval and/or commenced operation.39 Of this, more than 6.3 GW had come online by June. The June inventory reported 18.8 GW of planned gas projects, meaning that between January and June 2020 3.6 GW of new gas projects were added to the queue of projects most likely to become operational.

Taken together, the combination of economic challenges facing the gas industry and the data showing that the pace of gas buildout in the past few months has held steady suggests that new gas projects may not reach levels anticipated at the end of 2019. For instance, S&P Global estimated that 200 gas projects, totaling 70 GW capacity, were planned or in development in December 2019.40 Stimulus policies targeted towards renewable projects can help reinforce this trend and enable the United States to continue making progress towards a low-carbon future.
Key Driver #4
Progress on State, City, and Business Clean Electricity Is Mixed

In recent months, many states, cities, and businesses have taken action to reaffirm support for clean electricity policy. For example:

- Virginia enacted the Clean Economy Act, requiring the state to transition to 100% carbon-free or renewable energy by 2050. Virginia is now the eighth state in the nation and the first in the South to require 100% clean electricity. 41

- New York adopted legislation to streamline renewable energy siting. 42

- Cincinnati announced that it is building the largest municipal solar array with 100 MW of installed capacity, which will power all city facilities and serve the city’s residents. 43

- The city and county of Honolulu required all new construction to be solar-ready. 44

- Houston signed a contract and Chicago took steps to power municipal operations with 100% renewable energy by 2025. 45 These are two of the largest municipal renewable energy deals in US history, with a combined capacity of ~1 GW.

- Houston and Dallas adopted ambitious climate action plans with goals for carbon neutrality by 2050. 46

- Wells Fargo announced a plan to buy 62.7 MW of solar electricity, representing 8% of its global energy needs. 47

- Facebook signed contracts to buy 806 MW of additional solar and wind power to support its operations. 48

Interpreting Continued State, City, and Business Action

In this report, we have identified numerous actions that states, cities, and businesses have taken during the pandemic that support the clean energy transition. These actions provide evidence that the COVID-19 crisis has not dampened the desire to act or halted action on the climate crisis. However, some caution is needed in interpreting these actions. Many of these recent actions, such as Virginia’s Clean Economy Act, resulted from significant efforts before the pandemic.

Similar announcements may continue in 2020 based on the momentum of previous groundwork. However, it is not clear to what extent states, cities, and businesses will be able to continue their foundational work for future policies and actions, given the economic challenges they currently face.

This year’s continued momentum could begin to fade as the economic crisis continues and undercuts ongoing and future efforts. Economic recovery and stimulus policies by the federal government aimed at keeping state and local governments solvent is likely to be key to continued momentum in the years ahead. The need for relief and the prospect of stimulus is not just a “nice to have,” it could be a “need to have” for cities, counties and states.
However, action has slowed elsewhere. Legislative sessions were shut down in many states, stalling efforts in Minnesota on a bill to prioritize carbon-free energy and strengthen the state’s energy efficiency standard, and in Illinois on a 100% renewable energy bill. Other states are focusing on economic recovery and budget challenges instead of clean energy. The pandemic is also expected to temporarily slow corporate and public renewables procurement. According to Bloomberg New Energy Finance, renewable energy purchases by corporations and public institutions stood at 4.3 GW through July 2020, compared to 6 GW during the same period in the past year. However, over the long-term COVID-19 is not expected to affect corporations’ decarbonization goals.

As noted in Accelerating America’s Pledge, significant social and political mobilization is still needed to deploy clean energy and other solutions at the speed and scale necessary to get onto a 1.5°C-aligned emissions reduction pathway.

**Jobs Trends and Stimulus Opportunities**

In 2019, zero-emissions electricity sources like solar and wind accounted for about 544,000 jobs, more than twice as many as the 214,000 jobs in fossil fuel generation. In addition, another 800,000 American workers were employed in electricity transmission, distribution, and storage. Growth in clean energy jobs was projected to continue in 2020, but the economic fallout from COVID-19 has led to significant loss of employment in the clean energy industry, including in renewable energy. At the end of July, renewable electric power generation lost 81,840 jobs, accounting for a 14% drop in employment in the sector. Clean transmission, distribution, and storage jobs have also declined 15% from pre-pandemic employment levels.
As part of stimulus and recovery, the following investment opportunities could accelerate progress toward the emissions reductions discussed above, while creating jobs and promoting equity.

**Renewable energy financial incentives:** Extending the phasedown period for the Production and Investment Tax Credits, expanding the list of eligible technologies to include storage and load management, and creating direct pay options to address industry concerns about liquidity could stimulate growth and private investment in renewable energy.\(^5\) Phasing out or eliminating fossil fuel subsidies with a strong emphasis on ensuring a just transition for workers in these industries can also accelerate progress towards a clean energy future.\(^6\)

One recent analysis found that extending the Production and Investment Tax Credits for five years and the Section §1603 Grant Program for two years while investing in port infrastructure to advance offshore wind could help create 497,800 direct, indirect, and induced jobs per year for five years. These actions would also generate $7.6 billion in added value each year and $1 billion in tax revenue.\(^7\)

**Grid modernization:** Investment in smart grid, storage, load management, other distributed energy technologies, and long-distance high voltage transmission infrastructure would allow for better integration of low-cost renewable energy and a more resilient, efficient grid, while creating jobs and sustained, economy-wide benefits.\(^8\)

For instance, $25.4 billion in stimulus spending for grid modernization would create 73,100 direct, indirect, and induced jobs, $5.3 billion in total earnings, and $7.2 billion overall added value to the national economy each year for five years.\(^9\) Texas’ Competitive Renewable Energy Zones—designated areas identifying routes for construction of new transmission lines—led to the construction of 3,600 miles of new transmission network and enabled Texas to add more than 18 GW of wind generation capacity to the state’s power system while cutting utility bills by billions of dollars.\(^0\)

**Just transition support:** Support for fossil fuel workers and communities should include covering income, training, and relocation for workers facing job loss, as well as transition programs to help diversify economic activity in communities currently reliant on fossil fuels.\(^1\) The proposed Environmental Justice for All Act calls for the creation of a Federal Energy Transition Economic Development Assistance Fund to support workers and communities as the country transitions away from fossil fuel.\(^2\)
Climate Action Spotlight: State and City Climate Action Gains
Traction in the South and Midwest

Climate action has been spreading across the country, with exciting new developments in both the Midwest and the South during the pandemic.63

In the South:

• Virginia became the first southern state to commit to 100% zero-carbon electricity.64

• Louisiana committed to reaching net-zero GHG emissions by 2050, with the interim goals of 26%–28% reduction by 2025 and 40%–50% reduction by 2030.65

• Southern Company, based in Atlanta, updated its climate goal to net-zero emissions across electric and gas operations by 2050, with an interim goal of 50% reduction of GHG emissions by 2030.66

• Houston and Dallas released climate action plans including goals of carbon neutrality by 2050.67

• Travis County, Texas (home to Austin) approved its first-ever climate action plan.68

In the Midwest:

• Alliant Energy, a Madison, Wisconsin-based investor-owned utility, improved its climate targets: net-zero CO₂ emissions from electricity by 2050, and the interim goals of 50% CO₂ emissions reductions by 2030 and the elimination of coal generation by 2040.69

• Kansas City, Missouri updated its climate plan with a commitment to become carbon neutral by 2040.70

• St. Louis became the first city in the Midwest (and fourth government overall) to adopt a Building Energy Performance Standard.71 The city estimates the standard will save more than $65 million in annual energy costs and reduce emissions by at least 11%.72

• Ford Motor Company of Dearborn, Michigan, announced its updated climate goal of carbon neutrality by 2050, across vehicle use, supply base, and corporate facilities. The company specifically mentions its intention to be in line with the Paris Agreement goals and calls for more robust vehicle emissions standards.73

• Chemical manufacturer Dow, headquartered in Midland, Michigan, committed to carbon-neutrality by 2050 by reducing and reusing plastic waste, and participating in the circular economy.74
Transportation of people and goods is currently the largest source of US greenhouse gas emissions, accounting for approximately one-third of total US emissions. Over 80% of transportation emissions come from cars and trucks. Accelerating America’s Pledge found that the transportation sector would account for 198 MMTCO₂e of avoided emissions in 2030 in our Bottom-Up scenario, approximately 11% of the economy-wide total avoided emissions in 2030. Modeled emissions reduction opportunities include promoting smart growth and public transit to reduce VMT, incentivizing rapid deployment of electric vehicles (EVs) and charging infrastructure, and improving the efficiency of remaining internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles.

Considering the long lifetimes of vehicles—the average car operating in the United States is approximately 10.1 years old—most of the 2030 avoided emissions in Accelerating America’s Pledge came from fuel efficiency rules already in place. Other measures, including smart growth and EVs, will have significant impact post-2030 given long lead times for projects started now. One aspect of transportation with the potential to change quickly is the volume of miles driven to deliver passengers or freight, which is highly responsive to the overall level of economic activity.
Trends Assessment

The following are major drivers of emissions with potential long-term impacts:

• **People are currently driving less** due to the economic shutdown, remote working, and stay-at-home orders, causing unprecedented reductions in VMT. If this short-term experience of new ways of working and getting around becomes solidly established, the changes could have lasting impacts—with projected VMT shrinking by as much as 10%.

• **Public transit is facing an existential budget shortfall** due to lack of riders and fares, as well as plummeting city and state budgets; agencies will need significant support to restore and maintain service and will need to win back the trust of the public.

• **EV prospects appear steady** despite a short-term sales slump, given the trends in expanding model availability, policy support, and charging infrastructure.

• **Political will is growing to address emissions from medium- and heavy-duty vehicles**, with leader states committing to 30% zero-emission medium- and heavy-duty vehicle sales by 2030, almost twice as fast as the 20% for medium-duty and 15% for heavy-duty sales that we modeled for leaders in the past year’s Bottom-Up scenario.77

---

**Exhibit 7** US Transportation GHG Emissions by Source

Note that we do not analyze light-duty vehicle standards or air travel in detail, for the following reasons:

**Light-duty vehicle standards:** There has been no material movement since 2019 on the legal challenges to light-duty clean car standards; the authority of states to set these standards is still being determined. The automakers that supported the rollback of federal efficiency and emissions standards and the revocation of state waivers for higher emissions standards have expressed desires and plans to avoid two regulatory markets, instead leapfrogging from fossil fuel-burning vehicles to an all-electric future.

The most likely fleet design for the 2022-2025 model years appears to be the compromise struck by California and an increasing number of automakers, which is estimated to double the emissions reductions compared to the Trump administration’s Safer Affordable Fuel Efficient (SAFE) rule, resulting in an additional 136 to 148 MMTCO₂ by 2035.⁷⁸

**Air travel:** Although air travel has experienced a significant drop in demand due to the pandemic, its rebound is tied to overall economic recovery, and air travel was not expected to offer many bottom-up opportunities for avoided emissions because it is federally regulated.

Overall, accelerated progress on medium- and heavy-duty EVs and the potential for long-term reductions in miles driven are expected to outpace transit trends. This modestly increases confidence in the country’s ability to shift to electric vehicles and reduce vehicle miles traveled consistent with our modeling in *Accelerating America’s Pledge*. Importantly, long-term implications in this sector will depend heavily on the pace of economic recovery, lasting behavioral change, and a willingness of policymakers to support infrastructure changes.⁷⁹ Proposals for stimulus and recovery packages can target further support of public transit, deployment of EV manufacturing and charging infrastructure, workforce training, and complete streets to accelerate progress toward needed 2030 emissions reductions while creating jobs and promoting equity.
Across the country and particularly in urban areas, people have been driving much less than pre-pandemic, due to the cocoon culture created by COVID-19 stay-at-home orders, increased remote working, massive unemployment, and the general economic shutdown.

Whereas many cities and states have struggled to achieve single-digit reductions in annual VMT, national VMT dropped by over 40% in April 2020—at the height of the pandemic—compared to April 2019. Though VMT has since rebounded, it remained down 13% in June.\textsuperscript{80} As of June 2020, cumulative car travel for the year is down by over 264 billion vehicle miles, approximately 17% below normal. Though more recent VMT data was not available at the writing of this report, gasoline demand data through mid-August shows that demand remains down over 10% compared to one year ago.\textsuperscript{81}

\begin{itemize}
  \item In April 2020, at the height of the pandemic, US vehicle miles travelled dropped by over 40% as compared to April 2019. Though VMT has since rebounded, it remained lower than 2019 levels in June.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Exhibit 8 Percent Change in Individual Monthly Travel 2020 vs. 2019}

Source: Federal Highway Administration
During COVID-19, many businesses have learned that they are capable of operating with remote workforces; the pace of emissions reductions from deferred commuting over the next decade depends on how many extend and formalize remote work policies post-pandemic.

Although car travel is rebounding as businesses reopen and employees return, businesses have a huge opportunity to dramatically cut emissions from employee commutes—the single biggest source of corporate GHG emissions—while increasing worker productivity and reducing office space expenses. Many employers are already considering long-term changes to in-office work, with big-name brands like Google, Twitter, Zillow, and Square announcing that employees will not return to the office this year, if ever. And nearly one in five chief financial officers have said that at least 20% of their workforce will remain remote after the pandemic.

In addition to changes in work habits, the pandemic has also spurred an increase in e-commerce, the delivery system for which produces an estimated 20% less carbon emissions than traditional retail shopping. These changes in work and shopping habits have the potential to produce a permanent drop of up to 10% in VMT, equivalent to 270 billion miles per year. An enduring drop in VMT of this magnitude would represent an acceleration of emissions reductions from transportation compared to our 2019 analysis, which modeled that leading states would reduce VMT 2% below business as usual by 2030.

However, as transit continues to struggle (see Key Driver #2 below) and some commuters switch from public transit to private vehicles due to safety concerns, there is a justifiable concern that the pandemic could result in a more auto-dominated environment. To counter these trends, states, cities, and businesses should consider (in addition to teleworking policies) increased funding and support for complete streets—those designed and operated to enable safe access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and transit riders of all ages and abilities.

Micromobility devices, such as bicycles, e-bikes, electric scooters, and electric skateboards—some of which people have embraced as safer transportation options during the pandemic—should be embraced as the country recovers. The federal government could help provide funding to support greater use of these options.

Further, states and cities should explore land-use policy reform to enable greater infill housing and affordable neighborhoods that provide closer access to critical services. These practices may help lock in VMT reductions by further reducing reliance on personal vehicles.
COVID-19 stay-at-home measures, an increase in teleworking, and the difficulty of maintaining social distancing on public transit have led to decreases in public transit ridership of over 90% across many major US cities.\(^9\) Lower revenue from fares, tolls, gas tax, and sales tax has had a severe impact on nationwide transit agency budgets, which are projecting a $40 billion budget shortfall—about 20 times worse than the loss during the 2008 financial crisis.\(^91\)

Due to COVID-19, cities and states across the country have cut budgets and planned projects. For example:

- San Antonio diverted $40 million in sales tax revenue from public transit expansion plans to economic recovery for residents and businesses.\(^92\)
- The North Carolina state legislature cut $94 million for municipalities, public transportation, bicycles, and pedestrians and the state’s Department of Transportation delayed most major projects after projecting a $300 million loss for the year.\(^93\)
- The New York City Transit Authority suspended its $54 billion plan to modernize the city’s transportation network, which experts warn may plunge the system into disrepair.\(^94\)

Transit agencies have also cut service—in some areas by as much as half—either by reducing the number of buses and trains servicing routes or by closing stations completely.\(^95\) These cuts are felt hardest by essential workers—who typically account for over a third of total transit commuters—and in disadvantaged communities, where residents often rely on public transportation.\(^96\) Service cuts can lead to even lower ridership, “causing spiraling revenue loss and service cuts, until a network eventually collapses.”\(^97\)

All together, these trends threaten the business model and the very existence of transit agencies. Although the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act federal stimulus package included $25 billion for transit, experts indicate this is not enough to keep transit agencies afloat.\(^98\) If additional support is provided quickly and substantively to reinstate service, to implement measures to keep drivers and riders safe, and to transition to zero-emission vehicles, we expect minimal changes to 2030 projections.

However, if adequate funding solutions are not developed in time, public transit networks across the country—which are vital to deep decarbonization pathways—could collapse. Sustained reductions in public transit service could increase long-term emissions.
The EV share of the light-duty vehicle market has seen a slight decline, representing 1.6% of the market in Q2 2020—during the height of the pandemic—compared with its 2019 average of 1.9%; meanwhile, the passenger car market, a subset of the light-duty vehicle market, held relatively steady at just under 7%. Though sales of both ICE vehicles and EVs have fallen during the pandemic, consumer behavior in such an exceptional moment is a poor predictor of long-term trends. We do not expect this slump to materially affect the light-duty vehicle stock turnovers and resulting emissions reductions we modeled in the Bottom-Up scenario.

Despite low gas prices, public announcements on EV models, investments, and long-term plans indicate that automakers are continuing to transition to an electric future to meet growing consumer and policy demand. For example, building on the more than 80 available models, automakers have announced plans to release another 200 new electric car models over the next five years, including many in the popular pickup truck and sport utility vehicle market segments. And while the temporary shutdown of production has resulted in new model release delays, new products were delayed, on average, only a few months. Based on our review of major automaker statements before and during the pandemic, most have not announced reductions or significant delays to EV investments.
In addition, states, cities, and businesses continue to advance EVs and public charging infrastructure.

So far in 2020, on the overall light-duty EV front:

• Washington adopted a zero-emission vehicle (ZEV) policy, joining the 11 other states that have adopted ZEV programs. Nevada announced they are considering one.\textsuperscript{ii,102}

• The Climate Mayors EV Purchasing Collaborative has grown by over 35%, now representing over 215 cities, counties, universities, transit agencies, and ports committed to purchasing more than 3,680 EVs. Over 660 EVs have been purchased by these entities this year.\textsuperscript{103}

• Lyft committed to achieve 100% EVs on its platform by 2030.\textsuperscript{104}

• New York approved a $701 million EV Make-Ready Program to install over 50,000 charging stations by 2025, with a focus on environmental justice and disadvantaged communities.\textsuperscript{105}

• Xcel Energy announced plans to help put 1.5 million EVs on the road in its service areas by 2030—more than 30 times the number today.\textsuperscript{106}

• The Western Governors’ Association launched the Electric Vehicles Roadmap Initiative, which seeks an expanded regional agreement on EV charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{107}

• Over 820 public EV charging stations with over 3,380 charging ports have been opened in the United States.\textsuperscript{108}

• Electrify America completed the first cross-country EV charging route, spanning 11 states and over 2,700 miles to connect Los Angeles to Washington D.C. with high-powered charging stations every 70 miles on average.\textsuperscript{109}

These signs indicate that market shifts and policy support continue to advance a transition to EVs, on par with the trends modeled in our 2019 analysis. However, additional cost reductions, charging infrastructure buildout, and dealership education will all be necessary to advance EVs at the required pace.

\textsuperscript{ii} Minnesota and New Mexico are also considering ZEV policies.
2020 has seen enormous progress toward zero-emission medium- and heavy-duty vehicles. Policymakers and regulators, who have historically focused on reducing emissions from passenger cars, are now turning their attention to commercial vehicles, which account for over one-fifth of the country’s transportation sector GHG emissions.\(^{110}\)

Most significantly, California adopted an Advanced Clean Trucks (ACT) rule (see Climate Action Spotlight), requiring truck makers to sell an increasing percentage of zero-emission trucks in the state.\(^{111}\)

Almost immediately, 15 states and the District of Columbia signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU), committing to develop a medium- and heavy-duty electric vehicle action plan, with the goal of achieving 30% zero-emission medium- and heavy-duty vehicle sales by 2030 and 100% by 2050.\(^{112}\) Successful execution could reduce US greenhouse gas emissions by 277 to 289 MMTCO\(_2\)e by 2045, on a cumulative basis, depending on the pace of future economic recovery.\(^{114}\)

Since our last report, states, cities, and businesses have taken numerous actions to advance zero-emission trucks and buses:

- Santa Monica, California announced plans for the country’s first zero-emission delivery zone.\(^{115}\)
- New York City launched its Clean Trucks Program, which provides funding to replace older, diesel trucks with cleaner trucks, including electric models.\(^{116}\)
- Chicago developed its Commercial Electric Vehicle Readiness Guidelines to help developers incorporate EV charging readiness for medium- and heavy-duty fleets into projects.\(^{117}\)
- The Climate Mayors Electric Vehicle Purchasing Collaborative expanded its offerings to include electric heavy-duty vehicles like school buses and street sweepers.\(^{118}\) It also plans to offer electric models of medium- and heavy-duty trucks later this year.\(^{119}\)
- Recycling and solid waste provider Republic Services ordered 2,500 electric refuse trucks—the largest single order in the waste industry—with an option to double the order.\(^{120}\)
- San Diego Gas and Electric launched a new make-ready program, \(^{iii}\) Power Your Drive for Fleets, to support charging infrastructure design and construction for electric medium- and heavy-duty vehicles, becoming the third major utility in California to offer such a program.\(^{121}\)

\(^{iii}\) Make-ready infrastructure refers to the electrical infrastructure needed to install and operate charging stations, including transformers, panels, conduit, and wiring.
Climate Action Spotlight: California Advances Electrification of Medium- and Heavy-Duty Vehicles

In June 2020, California became the first state to mandate that truck makers sell a minimum percentage of zero-emission vehicles via its Advanced Clean Trucks rule. The rule goes into effect in 2024, with the percentage of minimum ZEV sales increasing year-over-year through 2035, at which point at least 55% of small truck (Class 2b-3), 75% of big truck (Class 4-8), and 40% of semi-tractor (Class 7-8) sales must be zero-emission. Benefits of the rule include:

- Industry savings of least $7 billion over the next 20 years
- Emissions reductions of more than 17 million metric tons (MMT) of carbon dioxide and 60,000 tons of hazardous nitrogen oxides
- Reduced particulate pollution (particulate pollution is associated with an increased mortality rate among COVID-19 patients)
- More than 900 prevented premature deaths
- Public health benefits of at least $9 billion

Reduced emissions are particularly beneficial for disadvantaged communities, where residents live, work, play, and attend schools adjacent to ports, railyards, distribution centers, and freight corridors. These communities are disproportionately exposed to air pollution and are more at risk for diseases such as asthma, lung and heart disease, and chronic bronchitis. California is also considering a complementary regulation that would require fleets in the state to transition to electric trucks over time.
Delivering on America’s Pledge: Transportation

- Southern California Edison broke ground on its first Charge Ready Transport infrastructure projects.\(^{128}\)
- New York’s EV Make-Ready Program requires utilities to develop medium- and heavy-duty fleet make-ready pilot program implementation plans.\(^{129}\)
- The West Coast Clean Transit Corridor Initiative—a collaboration among nine electric utilities and two agencies representing more than two dozen municipal utilities—proposed a plan to build out charging infrastructure along 1,300 miles of I-5. This would support medium- and heavy-duty electric trucks from the Mexican to the Canadian border.\(^{130}\)
- A group of America’s biggest truck equipment manufacturers, suppliers, and key stakeholders formed the National Zero-Emission Truck Coalition and called for a national point-of-sale incentive program to support the production and deployment of zero-emission trucks. This has also been incorporated into the House Select Committee’s Climate Action Plan.\(^{131}\)
- As a step toward a zero-emission future, California is working to reduce pollution from the diesel fleet as well.\(^{132}\)

We expect this expanded support of zero-emission medium- and heavy-duty vehicles to have long-term GHG emissions impacts on the transportation sector. The MOU mentioned above, if translated into action, would almost double the 2030 medium- and heavy-duty vehicle sales modeled in our 2019 Bottom-Up scenario. Although additional funding will be required to achieve these goals, early signs indicate that 2030 emissions reductions from medium- and heavy-duty trucks will be easier to achieve than past America’s Pledge modeling indicated.

**Jobs Trends and Stimulus Opportunities**

Jobs in the transportation sector took a significant hit due to COVID-19, with over 61,000 workers in clean vehicles and clean fuel losing their jobs in April and May.\(^{133}\) Over 12,000 of those jobs were reinstated in June, but many clean transportation employees are still unemployed, despite the large volume of work necessary to move people and goods while reducing nationwide transportation emissions.\(^{134}\) Lost revenue and service cuts by transit agencies threaten the jobs of drivers and other staff that support the operation of public transportation.

As part of stimulus and recovery, the following areas could accelerate progress toward the emissions reductions previously discussed, while creating jobs and promoting equity:

**Public Transit:** Operational assistance for transit agencies would immediately help reinstate and maintain transit service, implement measures to keep drivers and riders safe, and transition to zero-emission vehicles. And reforming federal funding structures to compensate transit agencies based on frequency of service instead of low operating costs would require more workers and benefit riders.\(^{135}\)

Research indicates an additional 269,000 jobs can be created by funding the...
operations and maintenance of existing public transit and investing in the electrification of school and public buses.\textsuperscript{136} Additional funding for public transit is needed and it is estimated to create nearly 50,000 jobs and return $5 billion in economic activity for every $1 billion invested.\textsuperscript{137} The Health and Economic Recovery Omnibus Emergency Solutions (HEROES) Act proposes $15.75 billion for public transit.

**Electric Vehicles:** EV and battery manufacturers, consumers, and charging infrastructure need support to transition the market. Electrification of all vehicle sizes (from light- to heavy-duty) and all sectors (including passenger and freight vehicles, school and transit buses) will require investment.\textsuperscript{138} Bolstering EV and battery engineering and production could create tens of thousands of high-quality jobs over 10 years, while removing 63 million carbon-emitting cars.\textsuperscript{139}

**Workforce Training:** Workforce training is needed to support these changing industries. New skills will be required to manage and service electric fleets. For example, technicians will need training to work in high voltage environments. Workforce training can be prioritized for the under/unemployed, the formerly incarcerated, and former fossil fuel industry workers.\textsuperscript{140} Workforce training can also support gender, racial, and economic equity while valuing both vocational/technical training and higher education. The Transportation Electrification Partnership’s stimulus proposal includes over $12 billion for this sort of workforce training.

**Complete Streets:** Several stimulus proposals call for increased support for infrastructure that prioritizes pedestrians and cyclists.\textsuperscript{141} Benefits include reduced air pollution, ease of movement, community building, and more.
Methane is a growing source of human-made emissions globally and threatens climate goals due to its potency as a greenhouse gas.\textsuperscript{iv,142} This chapter focuses on methane emissions from the oil and gas sector, the biggest contributor to US methane emissions increases over the last decade.\textsuperscript{143} As of 2018, methane emissions from fossil fuel production and infrastructure were reported to be 3.6% of national emissions.\textsuperscript{144} However, research suggests this is likely to be an underestimate,\textsuperscript{145} underscoring the need for more robust monitoring and mitigation efforts.

In *Accelerating America’s Pledge*, we found that reductions in this sector would account for 165 MMTCO\textsubscript{2}e in avoided emissions in 2030 in our Bottom-Up scenario, approximately 9% of the economy-wide total avoided emissions in 2030. Modeled emissions reduction opportunities include voluntary commitments and regulatory standards requiring leak detection and repair and efficient deployment of leak resistant technology.

Mitigation efforts to reduce methane emissions from oil and gas operations are increasingly well-understood, are cost-effective, and can yield meaningful reductions on a relatively short time scale.\textsuperscript{146} A large share of the 2030 avoided emissions in *Accelerating America’s Pledge* are premised on the adoption of new and increasingly robust regulations and best practices over the next decade, beyond present-day measures.

\textsuperscript{iv} Methane, or CH\textsubscript{4}, has a global warming potential approximately 84 times stronger than CO\textsubscript{2} on a 20-year timescale and 28 times stronger on a 100-year timescale (See IPCC 2015).
The following are major drivers of emissions with potential long-term impacts:

- **Prospects for growth in US oil and gas production are dimming** as recent shocks have exposed economic vulnerabilities and global momentum toward vehicle electrification accelerates in markets like the EU, China and California. These trends pose both near- and long-term challenges for the industry, reducing potential for future infrastructure buildout and associated methane emissions.

- **Methane leaks from existing infrastructure are rising** due to lack of economic incentives and oversight for financially struggling operations; stimulus directed toward abandoned well cleanup could address leaks while ensuring an equitable and practical workforce transition.

- **Regulatory landscape continues to shift** at the state and federal level; key federal regulations have been rolled back and others have been restored by the courts, while state-level regulatory expansion continues gradually. The net impact has uncertain implications for emissions reduction moving forward, however accelerated policy adoption can drive rapid reductions even if put in place later in the decade.
Taken together, these trends modestly increase our confidence in the country’s ability to reduce methane emissions from oil and gas systems consistent with our modeling in Accelerating America’s Pledge. Key uncertainties remain regarding industry growth, associated emissions, and regulation, and much will depend on how these factors develop and interact over the next decade. However, on balance emissions increases from existing sources and regulatory uncertainty in the near term appear to be outweighed by diminished industry growth outlook and long-term policy trends. Moreover, significant opportunities for stimulus and recovery packages can further bolster efforts to eliminate methane and other pollutants while creating jobs and an equitable workforce transition.
In the first half of 2020, short-term demand shocks have occurred amid already wavering prospects for long-term global oil demand, leading to significant industry losses and a reevaluation of the viability of future growth. Prices fell significantly in the immediate aftermath of the crisis, with oil prices in particular hitting record lows and showing little sign of fully recovering. These factors have exposed systemic vulnerabilities including over-leveraged investments and default risk that are prevalent in the US shale sector and which predated the pandemic.\textsuperscript{147} Long-term prospects are seriously jeopardized by ongoing pricing wars and oversupply linked in part to an accelerating global transition to electric vehicles in key markets such as China and the European Union.\textsuperscript{148} Adding to this momentum, a coalition of US states led by California recently committed to rapid electrification of medium- and heavy-duty vehicles.\textsuperscript{149}

These trends have triggered a wave of bankruptcies and investment cuts as well as far less optimism regarding the industry’s growth trajectory in the years to come. In the first quarter of 2020, publicly traded US oil producers had written down at least $48 billion in assets,\textsuperscript{150} while by June the number of oil and gas rigs—another indicator of industry health—had fallen by nearly 70%.\textsuperscript{151} Forecasts now predict lower oil prices and a continued contraction in US production in the near term, an outlook which deviates significantly from previous forecasts.

For example, in our 2019 analysis, we assumed US oil and gas production would grow by approximately 8.5% in the first half of the decade, adding roughly 55 MMTCO$_2$e in annual methane emissions from new sources (if left unchecked by mitigation efforts).\textsuperscript{v} In contrast, recent projections from the EIA now expect year-on-year production to fall by approximately 5.5% and 3.5% in 2020 and 2021,\textsuperscript{152} respectively.

Looking more long term, US production is still expected to resume some growth by mid-decade or earlier,\textsuperscript{153} and a more robust recovery in the oil and gas sector cannot be ruled out. However, any resumption in growth is now likely to be at a much slower pace than prior expectations and in a market environment where prices remain well below their pre-pandemic levels of roughly $60 per barrel.\textsuperscript{154} These factors will reduce the potential for new buildout of oil and gas wells and infrastructure and therefore modestly increase our confidence in the country’s ability to achieve the 2030 methane emissions reductions envisioned in our 2019 analysis.

\textsuperscript{v} Based on growth rates derived from EIA Annual Energy Outlook, 2019.
While the above-mentioned factors are likely to contribute to avoided emissions from new wells and infrastructure in the near and potentially longer term, emissions from existing infrastructure appear to be on the rise. Although still preliminary, recent analysis from satellite data shows an increase in methane emissions at oil and gas production facilities in 2020 for the months of March and April relative to the same period in the previous year over the Permian Basin, the largest oil and gas-producing region in the United States.¹⁵⁵

Two issues underlie this increase in emissions. First, as oil and gas operations on the margin are temporarily or permanently shuttered, leaks from these sites may increase and remain unchecked. Second, even at active sites, low prices provide even less incentive for producers to invest in equipment and processes that minimize methane emissions. Sites that face closure in the wake of price shocks are often financially risky operations with insufficient funding set aside for cleanup.¹⁵⁶ In addition, decisions on responsibility for cleanup may become tied up in bankruptcy court. If states must foot the bill, a vicious circle can occur where lost oil and gas revenues result in cuts to the very budgets that would have been allocated to detecting and fixing leaks.¹⁵⁷

Given these dynamics, this trend has potential to increase cumulative methane emissions unless key structural issues are addressed. At the same time, it can be reversed well before 2030 through regulations and incentives to ensure that leaks from existing sources are quickly repaired and that sufficient funds are allocated for decommissioning, cleanup, and continued monitoring.
Climate Action Spotlight: Project Astra Advances Innovative Methane Emissions Detection

Project Astra—a subnational partnership among the Environmental Defense Fund, ExxonMobil, the Gas Technology Institute, and Pioneer Natural Resources Company—has formed to design, develop, and deploy a prototype monitoring network to measure methane emissions from oil and gas production sites.\textsuperscript{158} Led by researchers at The University of Texas at Austin, the project aims to reduce emissions by deploying a network of advanced methane sensors and allowing for data sharing and analytics. The sensor network aims to be more cost-effective and to provide more continuous data compared to current monitoring methods, which could enable producers and regulators to find and fix significant methane releases more quickly and effectively.

Announced in May 2020, the project will begin by testing a wide range of methane-sensing technologies in the Permian Basin. The Project Astra team is taking advantage of advances in virtual reality to create atmospheric simulations modeled after oil and gas production sites in the West Texas region. This will allow the team to test and identify the most cost-effective monitoring technologies and locations for these sensors. Project Astra plans to make its findings and analyses publicly available to help guide how companies, states, and the federal government measure, monitor, and manage methane emissions in the future.\textsuperscript{159}
Key Driver #3
Regulatory Landscape Continues to Shift

Expansion of comprehensive regulations on methane emissions from oil and gas facilities can have a dramatic and lasting impact. However, in the wake of the pandemic, both positive and negative developments have occurred in this arena. This is a trend that is consistent with the patchwork regulatory landscape of recent years. Most recently, in August 2020 the EPA removed industry-wide regulations on methane emissions that were established in 2016, a move that would have lasting, negative impacts on climate ambition if left in place.\(^{160}\) However, just a month before this, a federal judge vacated the removal of similar rules that had established leak detection and repair requirements for facilities on federal lands,\(^{161}\) demonstrating that the legal durability of federal rollbacks remains uncertain.

Meanwhile, states continue to advance regulation. In July 2020, New Mexico released draft rules that would require operators to achieve an effective methane loss rate of no more than 2% of gross withdrawals by 2026,\(^{162}\) a significant improvement on the estimated regional average of 3.7% but less ambitious than the voluntary 1% goal many companies have set.\(^{163,vi}\) The rules are built on proven strategies adopted in other states and would make New Mexico the first Permian Basin state to adopt such regulations. In addition, Pennsylvania, the largest oil and gas-producing state in the East, moved forward with a draft plan to strengthen rules to cover existing oil and gas sites in spring 2020, while Colorado strengthened its own regulations in late 2019.\(^{164}\)

Current momentum at the non-federal level is thus positive; however, achieving the level of emissions reductions envisioned in our 2019 report will require these efforts to gain further momentum and translate into binding regulations. The long-term picture remains unclear, although regulations can have relatively rapid impact once adopted. As an example, after their initial adoption in 2014, Colorado’s regulations led to a 50% reduction in the number of leaks identified annually from 2015 to 2017, even while the number of inspections increased.\(^{165}\)

\(^{vi}\) Based on a voluntary target adopted by ONE Future: [www.onefuture.us/](http://www.onefuture.us/)
The pandemic has wreaked havoc on the US oil and gas industry, resulting in more than 100,000 lost jobs and billions in lost revenues to-date. As part of stimulus and recovery efforts, the following areas could accelerate progress toward the emissions reductions previously discussed, while creating jobs and promoting equity:

- **Idle and abandoned infrastructure:** Plugging 500,000 of the country’s more than 2 million abandoned wells could create over 100,000 jobs. Moreover, these jobs would be well aligned with the skillset of recently laid off oil and gas workers. The idea of stimulus for well cleanup is continuing to gain traction in federal legislative platforms and in states including West Virginia, North Dakota, and New Mexico.

- **Advanced monitoring and efficiency:** An assessment of the economic impacts of federal standards found that over 50,000 jobs would be created through the adoption of leak detection and repair technologies and practices at new and modified facilities over the course of 10 years. Although these efforts pay for themselves, congressionally-approved funding can ensure that necessary technologies and monitoring networks are deployed rapidly and comprehensively, and in areas where the need is greatest.

- **Support for state and local governments and at-risk communities:** Government agencies responsible for monitoring emissions will face budget shortfalls that are compounded by reduced oil and gas revenues during the current economic crisis. Moreover, pollutants from the industry often disproportionately affect economically vulnerable communities. The above stimulus opportunities can address these issues by ensuring that funding, job programs, and environmental co-benefits are directed toward the regions most impacted.
In 2018, direct emissions from residential and commercial buildings (for example, gas for heating) contributed 12% of total emissions in the United States.\textsuperscript{172} \textit{Accelerating America’s Pledge} found this sector would account for 66 MMTCO\textsubscript{2}e in 2030 avoided emissions in our Bottom-Up scenario,\textsuperscript{vii} approximately 4% of the economy-wide total avoided emissions in 2030.

Major efficiency gains coupled with efforts to electrify all new buildings by 2030 would set the foundation for steeper reductions after 2030. Modeled emissions reduction opportunities include policies and programs to promote energy efficiency and electrification in new and existing buildings, such as energy efficiency resource standards; appliance standards, incentives, and replacement programs; building codes (including for net-zero, all-electric buildings); and retrofit programs including weatherization programs.

Building stock turns over slowly due to the long lifetime of buildings and the slow planning and construction cycle. Efficiency and electrification standards for new buildings are critical to lock in long-term energy savings and emission reductions as the capital new builds are a small portion of the total building stock. Retrofit programs offer the ability to reduce energy use and increase electrification across the much larger, existing building stock.

\textsuperscript{vii} This only includes direct emissions; reductions from indirect emissions from electricity consumption and HFCs from building cooling are reported in other chapters in this report.
Trends Assessment

The following are major drivers of emissions with potential long-term impacts:

- **Trends in efficiency programs are mixed**, with some delays and rollbacks in program implementation, financial investments, and policy enactment. Although many other efforts remain robust, some jurisdictions are increasing investments in efficiency to address the economic hardships brought on by COVID-19.

- **Efforts to electrify building infrastructure are progressing despite growing signs of opposition**, with some states and cities advancing electrification and others actively opposing it. 

Efficiency and electrification are dual pillars of building decarbonization, equally important and mutually reinforcing. While design and delivery of efficiency and electrification are inextricably linked, we split them in this assessment simply for purposes of trend assessment.

Note that we do not discuss in detail the recent shift in building energy consumption from commercial to residential buildings as more people telework, primarily because the emissions impacts appear to roughly balance. EIA reports that electricity sales in the building sector declined by 3.3% overall through the first two quarters of 2020 (compared to the first two quarters of 2019). Broken out by sector, commercial sales fell 7.6% while residential sales actually increased 0.9%.

Operational requirements have also changed, with increased need for filtration and outdoor air use to help reduce COVID spread. These shifts may lead to modest overall changes in energy consumption given the different use patterns, fuels, and technologies in residential and commercial sectors. The recession may also be decreasing overall building energy consumption, which is down 8.5% overall compared to April and May 2019, although the decrease may also include weather and efficiency effects.

---

viii California and Massachusetts are two states we modeled as leader states in our Accelerating America’s Pledge analysis and are advancing electrification.

ix Also not discussed are changes in guidance in the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) for HVAC as buildings reopen to accommodate large amounts of people, either in workspaces or cultural spaces like museums. More stringent HVAC requirements could potentially correspond to higher energy use.

x In March and April, the first two months significantly affected by COVID-19, building energy consumption across the residential and commercial sectors and fuels was 8.5% lower overall compared to the same period in 2019. Prior to the pandemic, the EIA predicted that total building energy consumption would decrease by a modest 1.9% compared to 2019. An unusually warm winter may be responsible for at least some of the decrease in energy use. In January and February, two months which were largely unaffected by the pandemic, gas consumption in the building sector was 12% lower than in 2019. Weather patterns began to rebound in ensuing months, making it difficult to precisely separate the effects of weather, changes in consumption patterns, and the recession.
These dynamics were unanticipated in earlier studies, including *Accelerating America’s Pledge*, but are likely to be relatively temporary as the pandemic retreats. Even if a more permanent change in working patterns were to occur, the impacts on building energy consumption would be ambiguous and likely modest relative to other factors. They would more likely represent a shift in where energy is used rather than a change in overall energy use.

Overall, recent trends are unlikely to have significant long-term impacts, leaving our confidence largely unchanged in the country’s ability to achieve the buildings emissions reductions modeled in *Accelerating America’s Pledge*. A rapidly applied economic stimulus package that directs resources and new ambition for building efficiency and electrification could address current delays and forestall potential future reductions in incentive programs.
Key Driver #1
Trends in Efficiency Programs Are Mixed

Even in the face of COVID-19, states, cities, and businesses continue to advance energy efficiency. For example, in 2020:

- Virginia passed an Energy Efficiency Resource Standard.\textsuperscript{173}

- Utilities in Connecticut and the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) increased incentives for efficiency.\textsuperscript{174}

Some jurisdictions are responding to the pandemic by increasing investments in efficiency to assist lower-income households. For example:

- In response to a request from Minnesota, Xcel proposed almost $3 billion in new investments. These investments include expanding efficiency programs and providing rebate payments to help lower customers’ energy bills and create approximately 5,000 jobs.\textsuperscript{175}

- Michigan and New York bolstered low-income efficiency programs and energy assistance as a means of helping ease high energy bills.\textsuperscript{176}

In addition, states and cities have opposed federal rollbacks of national efficiency rules. For example, thirteen states, Washington DC, and New York City filed a lawsuit against federal government rollbacks of energy efficiency standards, highlighting that efficiency standards encourage steady growth and investment.\textsuperscript{xv}

At the same time, some states, utilities, service providers, and small businesses have suspended energy efficiency programs due to COVID-19.\textsuperscript{178} For example:

- At least 20 states halted retrofits to low-income homes under US Department of Energy (DOE) Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) except for emergency repair situations.\textsuperscript{179} And due to stay-at-home mandates and social distancing, many of the local nonprofit agencies that implement the program have paused work.\textsuperscript{180}

- Missouri, Ohio, and New Jersey regulators have proposed diverting funding from utility energy efficiency programs into bill payment assistance funds to help customers dealing with economic fallout from the pandemic.\textsuperscript{181}

Although COVID-19 has disrupted some efficiency programs, support for efficiency continues. Some states, cities, and utilities are using efficiency programs as a tool to support low-income households, while others are diverting efficiency funding to more immediate needs or delaying action. Overall, the countervailing trends are unlikely to have a significant impact on the country’s ability to move toward continued efficiency increases and all-electric new buildings and appliances consistent with our modeling in Accelerating America’s Pledge.

\textsuperscript{xv} Of these thirteen states, twelve were modeled as leader states, and one as a modestly ambitious state in Accelerating America’s Pledge.
Key Driver #2
Efforts to Electrify Are Progressing Despite Growing Signs of Opposition

In many cases, states, cities, and businesses continue to advance electrification, despite COVID-19. For example:

- New York announced $2 billion in utility energy efficiency and building electrification programs, including $434 million for heat pumps.  
- California regulators allocated $45 million in incentives for heat pump water heaters, including $4 million set aside for low-income customers.
- The Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) recently increased its rebate program for heat pump HVAC gas-to-electric upgrades and has suspended dual fuel and gas HVAC rebates.
- Since Berkeley, California became the first US city to pass legislation prohibiting gas infrastructure in new buildings, 32 California municipalities have passed laws to reduce gas infrastructure in new buildings. More than 60 others are considering similar legislation.
- Municipalities in the Boston area continue to advance electrification, even though the Massachusetts Attorney General struck down the City of Brookline's gas ban.
- Several of California’s largest utilities, including Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E), Southern California Edison, and SMUD, have submitted letters supporting building electrification in building energy performance standards.

In addition, setbacks and cancellations for oil and gas distribution networks are aiding efforts to electrify end-uses, including buildings. In July 2020, the Dakota Access, Atlantic Coast, and Keystone XL pipelines had operations halted or plans canceled, succumbing to legal, regulatory, and social pressure.

xii Despite the Supreme Court halting construction, labor unions have pushed forward to align with the developer to build the Keystone XL pipeline.

The COVID-19 pandemic has created a difficult situation for contractors and installers, who have had to suspend on-premises work due to the economic downturn and social distancing. Online training can help ensure that workers are familiar with the latest technologies and are prepared to take on building electrification jobs. As a result, NYSERDA launched a new virtual training program to help familiarize contractors and technicians with building electrification strategies. The program offers both commercial and residential/multifamily tracks and includes modules on topics such as heat pump installation and common commissioning issues.\(^\text{190}\) Courses are eligible for continuing education credits.

Since launching in late May, the program has hosted over three dozen sessions and has trained over 520 contractors. Professional development opportunities like these are important for electric heat pump deployment since they address market challenges, including a potential shortage in the supply of trained heat pump installers, and a lack of familiarity with heat pump technology in the HVAC community.\(^\text{191}\) Web-based building electrification training has also been offered in California, Vermont, and Maine.\(^\text{192}\)
On the other hand, some states, cities, and businesses are directly opposing building electrification. For example, in February 2020, Arizona preempted building electrification efforts by passing legislation that would prohibit municipalities from denying building permits based on the use of fossil fuels. Soon after, Tennessee, Oklahoma, and Louisiana passed similar legislation. In addition, several business associations in California have sued to block electrification progress in Berkeley and San Luis Obispo.

Program implementation, consumer and business investment, and policy enactment has also stalled in some instances in response to COVID-19. For example:

- Six cities, including Seattle and Bellingham, Washington, paused public forums and non-essential policy work, preventing progress on electrification retrofits and all-electric building requirements.
- Heat pump shipments decreased 4.9% through June 2020, which is likely associated with slowdowns in construction.

Overall, recent trends are mixed and do not represent a major change from the ambitious activities included in Accelerating America’s Pledge. We do not anticipate that these trends will have significant impact on modeled 2030 emissions reductions.

Jobs Trends and Stimulus Opportunities

The buildings sector generates numerous energy-related jobs, particularly in building retrofits. COVID-19 has affected many of these. Across the entire energy sector, energy efficiency had the highest jobs growth overall in 2019 and was posed to grow another 3% in 2020. Since the start of the stay-at-home orders and subsequent economic downturn, approximately 360,000 energy efficiency workers have lost their jobs.

An economic recovery package would spur opportunity to rebound and create jobs in efficiency and electrification. One estimate is that building electrification could lead to over 100,000 net jobs by 2045 just in California, after accounting for job losses in the fossil fuel industry.

As part of stimulus and recovery, the following three areas could accelerate progress toward emissions reductions previously discussed, while creating jobs and promoting equity:

- **Zero-emissions buildings and appliances:** Stimulus efforts can lay the groundwork to eliminate emissions from buildings. Approaches include requiring and incentivizing leading states and cities to adopt net-zero energy codes, driving commercial retrofits through tax incentives, and updating standards. Financial incentives for consumers to replace home combustion appliances (e.g., gas stoves and furnaces) with clean electric appliances (e.g., induction stoves and heat pumps) can reduce respiratory health problems and COVID-19 risks.

- **Weatherization and efficiency retrofits:** Reauthorizing the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) program and increasing funding to the WAP program would support infrastructure investments and job creation. For example, an assessment
found that increasing funding by $100 billion across EECBG, State Energy Program, and Community Development Block Grant could support 2–4 million jobs.\textsuperscript{205} Public-private financing like energy savings performance contracts could help leverage additional funding and create jobs.\textsuperscript{206}

- **Low-income housing:** Efficiency and electrification programs can prioritize underserved and low-income communities to promote equity and increase the supply of much-needed high-performance affordable housing. Efforts could include establishing a federal bank that dedicates a portion of efficiency and electrification upgrades to underserved and low-income communities and provides accessible financial models to support adoption.\textsuperscript{207} Other efforts include increasing funding and coordination for WAP and the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program to better align with population needs,\textsuperscript{208} and expanding Low-Income Housing Tax Credit projects to require them to be all-electric and zero-energy ready.\textsuperscript{209} Investment can be specifically targeted to address current health and housing access inequities.
HFCs currently account for approximately 2.5% of total US emissions and result primarily from refrigeration and air conditioning, as well as aerosols, foams, fire protection, and solvents. In the absence of abatement efforts, HFC emissions are expected to grow 12% by 2030. In Accelerating America’s Pledge, we found that expanded climate action in a Bottom-Up scenario could avoid 55 MMTCO₂e in HFC emissions, accounting for approximately 3% of the projected economy-wide total avoided emissions in 2030.
The following are major drivers of HFC emissions with potential long-term impacts:\textsuperscript{212}

- **State-level HFC action is expanding**, with 16 states now having passed or proposed HFC policies, up from 11 since the 2019 report. Reacting to this momentum, the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) industry has increased efforts in pushing for federal legislation requiring high-global warming potential (GWP) HFC phasedowns in line with the Kigali Amendment.

- **Federal regulatory rollbacks are counteracting state-level action**, with the EPA rolling back national refrigerant management regulations.

Recent trends in transportation – particularly how they relate to mobile air conditioning systems – are not discussed here, since HFC leakage rates from these systems do not significantly depend on whether the system is in operation. We also do not discuss recent trends regarding consumers delaying HVAC maintenance and upgrades. While this may lead to increased HFC emissions in the short term, many manufacturers believe the industry will take fewer than six months to recover.\textsuperscript{213} Furthermore, maintenance and upgrades to HVAC systems are likely to quickly return to pre-pandemic levels or higher because they are recommended by health experts and the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers to reduce aerosol transmission of COVID-19.\textsuperscript{214}
Overall, significant momentum in state-level HFC policies and a push for federal legislation outweigh federal regulatory rollbacks, increasing confidence in the country’s ability to achieve the HFC emissions reductions modeled in Accelerating America’s Pledge.

**Key Driver #1**
**State HFC Action Is Expanding**

The pandemic and economic crisis have not diminished state efforts to legislate HFC emissions reductions. In May 2020, Colorado and Virginia joined California, Washington, Vermont, and New Jersey in requiring the phaseout of high-GWP HFCs, bringing the total number of states having passed or proposed HFC policies to 16, up from 11 since the 2019 report. These 16 states are members of the US Climate Alliance—which comprises 24 states and represents 55% of the US population and 60% of US GDP—working together to address HFC emissions.216

These state actions and pledges have provided economic incentives for industry leaders to push for federal legislation requiring HFC phasedowns in line with Kigali Amendment guidelines, which is currently being considered in the US House and Senate, even amid the COVID-19 crisis.217 HVAC industry stakeholders, such as Honeywell and Chemours, support US ratification of the Kigali Amendment and passage of the American Innovation in Manufacturing (AIM) Act. They believe these policies would ensure global competitiveness of American firms, provide job security for American employees, and result in the creation of 33,000 jobs and $12.5 billion in direct economic benefits.218

Although these actions are not expected to immediately affect direct HFC emissions, we expect them to drive emissions down in the medium term and long term. This will increase momentum towards the 2030 emissions reductions modeled in Accelerating America’s Pledge, where we assumed that half of US states would take action regarding HFC refrigerants by 2030.
Exhibit 11 **Cycle of Ambition: HFC Example**

**International Climate Activity**
Signatories to the Kigali Amendment phase out high-GWP HFCs

**Higher Ambition**
Non-national, national, and international action together support raised ambition

**National Climate Policy**
The American Innovation in Manufacturing Act would phase down high-GWP HFCs

**Bottom-Up Climate Action**
State HFC policies phase out high-GWP HFCs; Businesses invest in low-GWP HFCs and push for federal action
Key Driver #2
Federal Regulatory Rollback Is Countering State-Level Action

Efforts by the EPA to deregulate the HVAC industry have continued in 2020 with the recission of HFC regulations contained in Section 608 of the Clean Air Act. Section 608, also known as the National Recycling and Emission Reduction Program, contained regulations mandating the inspection, repairing, reporting, retrofitting, and maintaining of records of HFC leaks in HVAC systems containing more than 50 pounds of refrigerant. In the absence of federal legislation, these deregulatory actions taken by the EPA could have long-term effects and result in a slowing of HFC emissions reductions. However, if industry is successful in pushing for passage of federal legislation, these regulatory actions would be superseded and become inconsequential in the long run.

Climate Action Spotlight: Aldi Grocery Stores Adopt Low-Global Warming Potential Refrigerants in Hundreds of Stores

The EPA’s GreenChill Partnership works with supermarkets to help them reduce HFC emissions. Since the 2019 report, GreenChill Partnership’s platinum, gold, and silver store certifications have increased 56%—from 372 to 582—currently accounting for 29% of all stores nationwide.

This growth is largely driven by the actions of one supermarket chain: Aldi. Aldi supermarkets are rapidly adopting low-GWP refrigeration technologies in both large and small retail refrigeration equipment. In 2019, Aldi installed central CO₂ (GWP of 1) refrigeration systems in 110 additional stores, bringing its total EPA GreenChill Platinum certifications to 326 across the United States. Aldi has also committed to using propane (GWP less than 3) in all new, small, self-contained refrigeration equipment such as spot merchandisers and beverage coolers, and ammonia (GWP of 0) in all warehouses. These commitments anticipate state-level regulations, including California’s proposed requirement for all new supermarket refrigeration systems to use only refrigerants with a GWP less than 150 beginning in 2022.
Job Trends and Stimulus Opportunities

The HVAC industry has been hit hard by the COVID-19 crisis, with consumers delaying maintenance and upgrades of existing systems and retailers taking a cautious approach to inventory management.\textsuperscript{223} The effects of this have been seen in the closing of manufacturing facilities and the furloughing of installation and repair technicians.\textsuperscript{224}

As part of stimulus and recovery, the following areas could accelerate progress toward the emissions reductions previously discussed, while creating jobs and promoting equity:

- **Tax Credits for HVAC installers:** The HVAC industry has adapted to the COVID-19 pandemic by offering virtual system checks and other online services. These initiatives will result in greater efficiency and safety for industry workers and consumers, but they require investments by contractors, who have seen a sharp decline in business in recent months.\textsuperscript{225} Direct tax credits aimed at industry installers would provide much-needed funds that could be used to adapt to the changing needs of consumers and prepare the industry for similar crises.

- **Consumer efficiency incentives:** Government stimulus incentives directed towards consumers would directly affect leakage repair trends, providing them with funds to properly repair and replace existing HVAC systems. For example, an extension of energy efficiency tax credits to cover electrification and low-HFC refrigerants would provide stimulus for the HVAC industry and result in short- and long-term HFC emissions reductions. Without government stimulus, layoffs and furloughs in the HVAC industry can be expected to continue for the duration of the economic downturn due to a lack of demand for products and services.

- **Funding for end-of-life HFC disposal:** Federal stimulus to fund existing and new state programs that treat and destroy end-of-life, high-GWP HFCs could reduce lifecycle HFC emissions by 90% and offer an annual reduction opportunity of 75 to 80 MMTCO\textsubscript{2}e.\textsuperscript{226}
In each sector we considered, recent changes—including COVID-19 and the economic recession—have accelerated emissions reductions in some areas and slowed emissions reductions in other areas. In four of the five sectors—electricity, transportation, methane, and HFCs—the net sum of recent trends increases confidence in the ability of states, cities, and businesses to deliver the modeled 2030 emissions reductions. In these sectors, the pace and number of increased emissions reduction opportunities is exceeding new risks and barriers. In the remaining sector—buildings—prospects for emissions reductions appear substantially unchanged. Together these five sectors represented over 75% of US GHG emissions in 2018 and provided nearly 95% of the economy-wide total avoided emissions in 2030 in the Bottom-Up scenario in Accelerating America’s Pledge.

Devastating as it has been, the COVID-19 pandemic has not substantially shaken the climate commitment of US states, cities, and businesses. Even in the face of enormous challenges posed by the pandemic, social unrest, and slashed budgets; states, cities, businesses, universities, and others have steadily demonstrated commitments to strong climate and clean energy leadership. Although some climate action has been delayed by disrupted legislative sessions, the challenges posed by COVID-19 have not substantively derailed state, city, and business climate action to date.\(^{xiii}\) Furthermore, clean technologies, particularly renewable electricity, are proving more resilient than legacy technologies, demonstrating that we have passed a tipping point in the energy transition and that these clean technologies are here to stay.

Continued progress on clean electricity (the biggest driver of 2030 emissions reductions in the 2019 report) suggests that state, city, and business action and strong economic fundamentals for clean energy continue to

\(^{xiii}\) Based on research through early August 2020.
provide a strong foundation for the needed transition. This is despite the enormous disruption posed by COVID-19 across the economy.

In the 2019 *Accelerating America’s Pledge*, we showed how states, cities, and businesses across the United States could achieve 37% emissions reductions below 2005 levels by 2030 with significantly expanded action. We also showed how to achieve 49% emissions reductions below 2005 levels by 2030 with aggressive federal reengagement starting in 2021. All the emissions reduction opportunities identified in the 2019 report are still available. Although COVID-19 and the uncertain path toward economic recovery has increased the economy-wide uncertainty about 2030 emissions, the response to date has increased our confidence in the ability of states, cities, and businesses to deliver on the bottom-up action modeled in our 2019 analysis.

As noted in *Accelerating America’s Pledge*, achieving this ambitious level of emissions reductions will require accelerated market transformation and significant social and political mobilization around climate action. A massive effort is still needed from states, cities, and businesses that are supported and complemented by a renewed federal commitment to deploy clean energy and other technologies at the speed and scale envisioned in the past year’s scenarios. The federal government must work in partnership with states, cities, businesses, and others to implement a comprehensive, coordinated, all-in climate strategy to put the United States on a path toward a net-zero emissions future.

Economic recovery and stimulus packages provide a critical opportunity to spur this needed climate action. Federal stimulus packages accounting for the needs of states, cities, and businesses must be implemented quickly to galvanize creativity, action, and energy before ongoing strain derailed progress. Working together, the federal government and states, cities, and businesses can implement policies and programs to stimulate the economy, create jobs, improve public health, reduce air pollution, promote equity, and address climate change. Specifically, economic stimulus and recovery packages could prioritize the following actions to help us get onto a 1.5°C-aligned emissions reduction pathway. Investments in public transit and methane leak reduction are particularly critical to avoid recent threats to modeled emissions reductions.

- **Electricity**: renewable energy and storage financial incentives, grid modernization, and just transition support
- **Transportation**: support for public transit, electric vehicle manufacturing, and charging infrastructure; purchase incentives; workforce training; and complete streets
- **Methane**: programs to address idle and abandoned wells and other infrastructure, advanced monitoring and efficiency, and support for state and local governments and at-risk communities
- **Buildings**: zero-emissions buildings and appliance incentives, weatherization and efficiency retrofits, and prioritizing low-income housing for efficiency and electrification
- **HFCs**: heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) industry and consumer incentives for climate-friendly conversions and end-of-life HFC disposal
The robustness of public attitudes and institutional commitments to clean energy progress, even in the face of one of the greatest tragedies of American history, is a strong validator of public opinion and market forces underlying the America's Pledge analysis.

The signs of these robust attitudes and commitments are everywhere. Climate leadership continues to flow from tech companies, automakers, utilities, and chemical producers. Cities like Houston and Dallas have committed to 100% clean electricity in the middle of the pandemic and its economic devastation. Only weeks after California announced its heavy-duty vehicle electrification program, it was joined by the commitment of 15 other states. And finally, public opinion polls show unprecedented insistence that the federal government act on climate. The signs are clear—there are powerful and resilient winds of change sweeping America’s energy landscape.

Public Opinion Polling Shows American Voters Support a Clean Energy Future

One of the important premises underlying the Accelerating America’s Pledge scenarios was the overall trend of public attitudes toward the need for a clean energy transition that provides strong and accelerating momentum toward decarbonization. Polling data demonstrate the robustness of these public attitudes even in the face of a global pandemic. Polling data released on June 26 shows that, across the board, American voters support building a clean energy future:

- 71% support achieving a 100% clean economy by 2050
- 70% support prioritizing the clean energy industry over fossil fuel industry in pandemic stimulus responses
- 67% support protecting communities of color from climate impacts
- 65% support a carbon tax
- 65% support requiring utilities to generate 100% of electricity from clean sources by 2040
- 73% support stronger fuel efficiency standards for cars and trucks

In addition, polling released on August 24 shows that the community that feels climate change is extremely important to them personally—the “issue public” around climate change—has nearly doubled between 2015 and 2020, from 13% to 25%.

Conclusion
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